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Abstract: Nowadays, there are more projects, more competitive pressures and greater failure risk which needs to be managed with fewer resources with tighter timelines. Instead of doing more with less and risking late projects, increased costs or low quality, we need to find ways to achieve better with less. The focus of testing has to be placed on aspects of software that matter most with an aim of reducing the risk of failure as well as ensuring the quality and stability of the business applications. This can be achieved by applying the principle of Risk Based Prioritization of tests, known as Risk-based testing (RBT). The aim of Risk Based testing approach is to ensure that appropriate testing activities are identified and prioritized based on risk. The primary role of risk-based testing is to optimize available resources and time without affecting the quality of the product. In this light, this paper presents the progress different risk-based testing metrics to measure and control test cases and test activities progress, efforts and costs. In risk-based testing, the probability of a fault and the damage that this fault can cause when leading to a failure is considered for test case prioritization. Existing approaches for risk-based testing provide guidelines for deriving test cases. However, those guidelines lack the level of detail and precision needed for automation. In this contribution, we introduce the risk-based testing technique RiteDAP, which automatically generates system test cases from activity diagrams and prioritizes those test cases based on risk.
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I. Introduction

The main objective of software testing is to detect defects in a code or in a module or in a program, in other words Process of giving assurance to the client that, the software under test is performing as intended (meeting the requirements). In general, tests are performed in order to show a lack of quality as discovered by defects, testing always involves comparing between the product and the requirements. Testing is of different types and risk-based testing (RBT) is considered as one testing which is used to optimize available resources and time without affecting the quality of your product. In RBT each test is intended to probe a specific risk that was previously identified through risk analysis. A simple example is that in Database applications, there is a risk of injection attacks, where an attacker fools the server into displaying results of arbitrary SQL queries. A risk-based test might actually try to carry out an injection attack, or at least provide evidence that such an attack is possible [1]. Risk-based testing helps address the rise in business and technological complexity and the growing size of applications by prioritizing test cases based on the defined criticality of a function, encouraging impact assessment of an application functionality failure and increasing testing effectiveness.

Any uncertainty or possibility of loss may result in non conformance of any of these key factors, leading to overtime / over-budget or poor quality project. Software risks, which impact above 3 key factors, can be broadly categorized as [2]:

A. Requirement Risks:
Requirements is unclear or poorly defined requirements, missing requirement analysis, requirements that are not in-line with customers’ needs, inconsistent ambiguous requirements, inadequate requirements, invalid or impossible requirements, unable to measurable the requirements in terms of specific values etc.

B. Technical Risks:
Continuous changing requirements, Complexity of architecture or Product is complex to implement, technology change, configuration change, inadequate technical support/ knowledge or No advanced technology available, lack of domain knowledge etc.

C. Schedule Risks:
Cost overruns, Wrong budget estimation unrealistic time line, Failure to address priority conflicts, No communication in team, inadequate skilled resources, improper resource planning etc.
Exhaustive testing is infeasible except for trivial cases. Thus, a subset of all possible test cases is typically determined based on one or more coverage criteria. Examples for such criteria are statement coverage, branch coverage (e.g., see [3]) or transition coverage (e.g., see [4]). Although applying these criteria leads to a tractable subset of test cases, in practice, limited testing budgets can prevent some of those test cases from being executed. With risk-based testing, testers can face the challenge of reducing the chances for the occurrence of faults that lead to high damage. When determining the priority of test cases – and thus the order in which to execute test cases – risk-based testing considers both the damage that would be caused by faults as well as the probability that those faults are contained in the test object. In general, the goal of a risk-based testing strategy is “to find the most important defects as early as possible against the lowest cost” [5]. Thus, even when testing budgets run out, risk-based testing will have helped testers to spend these budgets in an efficient way. Existing approaches for risk-based testing suggest strategies for prioritizing test cases, which either provide only rough guidelines for actually deriving test cases, or assume that test cases already exist (regression testing). In contrast to that, our RiteDAP technique, which is presented in this contribution, allows for the automatic derivation of system test cases from activity diagrams as well as their prioritization based on risk.

II. Related Work

Over the last decade, risk-based testing has received considerable attention in both academics and industry. Several researchers have proposed their approaches for the implementation of risk-based testing in the software projects. Bach [6] proposes different heuristics to assess risks and suggests taking the identified risks into account during the testing process. However, no indication is given on how to actually derive test cases. Van der Aalst [5] resp. Amland [7] propose calculating a risk score resp. risk exposure for each module based on the chance of failure and damage. Based on the result, tests are derived and executed. Yet, how to derive test cases is not covered by the approaches. Pinkster et al. [8] associate risks with a priority regarding testing. Then, test cases are derived and executed for modules which achieve the highest priority. However, no detailed technique for how to derive test cases according to prioritization of risks is presented. Chen & Probert [9] and Srikanth et al. [10, 11] suggest risk-based regression test case prioritization approaches. Furthermore, Elbaum et al. [12] present a prioritization technique for regression testing that has similarities to risk-based testing, because fault severity is considered. Obviously, the initial derivation of test cases is not covered by these regression testing approaches.

III. Risk Based Software Testing

Risk Based Testing is a method for prioritizing the tests based on the risk of their failure because tester cannot test everything within available resource, usually it starts early in the project cycle. Idea is to organize testing efforts in such an approach that it reduces the level of product risk at the time of delivery. In other words in this approach, testing is prioritized in terms of the probability that some feature of the program will fail and the estimated cost of failure. The greater the probability of an expensive failure, the more important it is to test that feature as early as possible and as carefully as possible. [13] The objective of Risk-based testing are: most feasible coverage and effective usage of limited resources. Thus, in RBT, we organize the testing processes in order to maximize business value and resources. RBT perform the right level and type of coverage on the right parts and at the right time. The main reason for adopting RBT can be the aggregated impact of limited resources – time, budget and human. Since testing generally comes in the last stage of the SDLC, the project’s calendar doesn’t allow sufficient time for a thorough testing of all functions. Furthermore, the project’s budget limits the number of skilled human / software resources. In such a situation, test coverage of all the minute detail of the application would not be possible. In order to balance such situations, more focus should be given on testing those areas that represent the largest risk, if a fault occurred.

A) Risk Based Testing General Process

The RBT process can be carried out through following important steps [2]:

Step1 - Describe all requirements in terms of risk associated to them also, looks at ways of establishing what the risks are and where they are.

Step2 - Prioritize the requirements, based on risk assessment, looks into the critical, complex and potential error prone areas.

Step3 - According to requirement prioritization define and plan tests also, look for risk Mitigation where tests are built to mitigate the risk.

Step4 - Execute test according to prioritization and acceptance criteria or Monitor / Report regarding the risks.

When deciding on what parts of testing to outsource, you will have to look at it from different angles, mainly at the dimensions of test levels, test types and test activities:

Test Levels: Low-level testing (Unit & Integration test) is generally carried out by the developers themselves. If development is outsourced, these activities are also outsourced with it. System testing on the other hand should
be performed by an independent test team and is therefore an excellent candidate for test outsourcing. Finally, Acceptance testing requires business know how (for user acceptance) and a production-like test environment. It is therefore difficult to outsource.

**Test Types**: Generally speaking, all types of testing, both functional and non-functional, can be outsourced. By its nature, regression test is a good candidate for cost saving, because it involves regular repetition and test automation. Know-how intense test types like load & performance, usability and security are best outsourced to a specialist organization, on a case-by-case basis.

**Test Activities**: defining what activities within the test process should be outsourced (e.g., test planning, specification, execution and reporting) requires a strategic decision on how much control and knowledge is given away. It can range from test execution only, to performance of the whole process.

**IV. Approach**

We propose RiteDAP (Risk-based test case Derivation and Prioritization) as a model-based approach to risk-based system testing. RiteDAP uses test models, which are augmented with risk information, for test case generation and prioritization.

**A) Test Model Used For RiteDAP**

RiteDAP uses activity diagrams (ADs) as test models. Such ADs already exist as a result from requirements engineering, or they can be specifically created for testing purposes. In this respect we follow other authors who have successfully employed ADs for model based system testing (see [14,15]) and build on our own positive experience in applying ADs as test models (see [16,17]). In RiteDAP risks are determined by the function \( R(P, D) = P \cdot D \), where \( P \) is the probability that an entity contains a fault and \( D \) is the total damage caused by this fault. Many researchers have addressed the problem of risk assessment using guidelines, checklists, heuristics and risk criteria (e.g., see [5, 6, and 8]). All these risk assessment approaches rely on experts that perform the assessment. Other approaches enable automation in risk assessment by employing metrics based on code artifacts (e.g., see [18, 19]). In previous work, we have shown how to automatically determine the probability of risks in the early stages of software development by employing requirements metrics [20]. To allow for risk-based prioritization, the test model has to be augmented with risk information resulting from risk assessment.

**B) Activities of RiteDAP**

RiteDAP consists of two main activities. First, a set of unordered test case scenarios is derived from the test model. After that, the test case scenarios are ordered based on the risk information in the test model. This separation of concerns between the two activities enables us to use existing non-risk-based techniques for generating a potential set of test cases and then choosing different risk-based prioritization strategies for ordering the test cases.

**Deriving potential test case scenarios**: RiteDAP does not directly generate test cases but generates test case scenarios (TCSs), which abstract from concrete test data and represent a path through the test model. TCSs provide the starting point for defining concrete test cases by augmenting the TCSs with concrete test data. Test data can be either determined manually by the testers or automatically, if the test model is detailed enough (e.g., see [21, 22]).

**Prioritizing and ordering test case scenarios**: To derive the execution order for the TCSs, their priority is determined. For each TCS the sum of the risks of all actions that are covered by the TCS is calculated. For this step of the approach we follow the solution that has been chosen in [9, 10, and 11]. Table 1 shows the derived TCSs together with the sum of the risks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TCS</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>( \sum \text{Risk} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>abghklnmopref</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>abghklnmopqref</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>abghjopref</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>abghjpqref</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>abedef</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>abedgref</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>abghklnmopqref</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Possible test case scenarios and associated risks**

To derive an ordering of TCSs, two different risk-based prioritization strategies have been implemented in RiteDAP:

- **Total Risk Score Prioritization (TRSP)**
- **Additional Risk Score Prioritization (ARSP)**

**V. Validation**

The basis for the validation of RiteDAP is the hypothesis that prioritizing test case scenarios according to a risk-based strategy can uncover critical faults earlier than existing prioritization strategies that do not explicitly
consider risk; especially, when the testing resources are limited. To support this hypothesis, we have carried out a case study, based on a practical example.

A) Validation Approach
To evaluate the effectiveness of RiteDAP, we use the following non-risk-based prioritization strategies as a baseline:

Random Prioritization (RP): RP is achieved when TCSs are chosen randomly from the set of generated TCSs.

Optimal Prioritization (OP): OP can only be determined in retrospective when all faults that are uncovered using the initial TCS set and possibly additional (manual) inspections of the test object have been performed. OP can be seen as an upper bound for prioritization strategies.

Total Action Coverage Prioritization (TACP): We use total coverage prioritization based on the achieved coverage of actions in the activity diagram. It can be compared to the functional coverage described in [23]. TCSs are ordered with respect to the number of actions they cover. A possible TCS order according to TACP is S7, S2, S4, S1, S6, S3, S5.

Additional Action Coverage Prioritization (AACP): This strategy prioritizes TCSs with respect to the number of previously uncovered actions.

Thus, S7 or S2 is the first TCS to be used. After selection of e.g. S7, each action covered is marked and not further taken into account. Therefore, S4 or S6 is chosen next (they both cover 3 new actions). A possible TCS order according to AACP is S7, S6, S4, S5, S3, S2, S1. To measure the effectiveness of the different prioritization strategies we introduce the metric Average Percentage of Damage Prevented (APDP) which corresponds to the APFD metric presented in [13].

In contrast to APFDC the APDP is adapted for a risk-based approach and we abstract from varying test costs. Damage takes the role that fault severities have in APFDC. To evaluate prioritization strategies, the damage associated with a detected fault must be estimated. We do this based on the damage estimation assigned to an action during risk assessment (i.e., we use the value D which is a parameter of the risk function). Whenever a fault in an action (more precisely, in the implementation of that action) is discovered, we assume a prevented damage that is the same as the damage that has been assigned to the action during risk assessment.

B) Case Study
Augmenting the activities of the test model with risk information is a first step in achieving our validation example. Since in RiteDAP risk is quantified by the function R(P, D)=P.D, values for P and D have to be determined for each activity. We draw on income tax statistics to collect these values. The probability P that an action will lead to a failure is, among others, determined by the usage frequency of that action (cf. e.g. [5, 6, 7, and 24]). The usage frequency of an activity can be calculated with respect to the number of taxpayers that are affected by that action. As an example, two million of the overall 25.7 million taxpayers in Germany have profited by a specific tax exemption in 2001. The total damage D caused by a fault in such an activity thus strongly depends on the resulting financial losses for the tax payers. The average financial loss for a tax payer can be estimated by relating each activity to the number of tax payers affected by that activity and the amount of taxes calculated by that activity. The resulting activity diagram for the fiscal year 2002 contains 17 activities and 5 decisions. The final step to achieve a complete validation example is to identify actual faults and to determine which activities of the test model are affected by those faults. Software products that implemented the program flow chart for the income tax calculation provide a crucial source of realistic faults. Based on the fault data of those software products, four of the reported faults could be related to specific activities in the test model.

C) Results
The ADAP values of the non-risk-based strategies are listed in Table 2. For random prioritization and in cases where a choice between several test case scenarios was necessary, the results of the best and the worst choice are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-risk-based prioritization strategy</th>
<th>ADAP value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>worst choice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random (RP)</td>
<td>0.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal (OP)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Action Coverage (TACP)</td>
<td>0.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Action Coverage (AACP)</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. ADAP values with non-risk-based prioritization

For the validation example, 80 TCSs have been generated. With total risk score prioritization (TRSP) all faults have been identified after the first 8 TCSs. The corresponding APDP value is 0.981. Additional risk score prioritization (ARSP) achieves a better ADAP value of 0.988, because all faults are already detected after 4 TCSs. The ADAP values of the prioritization strategies investigated in this case study indicate that risk-based approaches provide early fault detection and thus effective damage prevention. Whereas optimal prioritization...
(which is not applicable in practice) has reached a higher ADAP value, the ADAP value of random prioritization was considerably lower (in the worst case, the ADAP value for RP could be 0.67). The ADAP value of total action coverage prioritization (TACP) is lower than the risk-based alternative of total risk score prioritization (TRSP). For the random choice, TACP and TRSP are exceeded by additional action coverage prioritization (AACP) and additional risk score prioritization (ARSP), which both have an ADAP value of 0.988. However, where, in our validation example, AACP relies on choices to be taken, the ARSP was independent of such a choice. This means that when the wrong choices are taken in AACP, ARSP (the risk-based strategy) will outperform AACP (the non-risk-based strategy), because ARSP always has an ADAP value of 0.988.

VI. Conclusion
Risk based testing is a powerful testing technique that helps the testing teams to streamline their testing efforts, which in turn helps in mitigating the risk and minimizing the testing efforts, thus, bringing an objectivity to test designing and test management activities. The goal of risk-based testing cannot practically guarantee a risk-free project. What we can expect from risk-based testing is to carry out the testing with best practices in risk management to accomplish a project outcome that balances risks with quality, features, budget and schedule. Based on our analysis of different approaches of RBT, we will propose a novel risk-based testing model in future. Furthermore, we will apply that model to do some case studies in order to get empirical results for our methodology. we have presented RiteDAP, a model-based technique for risk-based system testing. RiteDAP automatically generates and prioritizes system test cases by employing test models that have been augmented with information about risks. RiteDAP has been implemented in a prototype tool, which has been applied to a practical example. The results of the validation of RiteDAP have shown that generating and prioritizing test case scenarios based on augmented test models enable the early detection of critical faults during the development process. We are aware that the presented results are only a first evidence of the efficiency of our approach. Therefore, based on the presented validation approach, we plan to perform additional case studies and experiments within the German research project ran TEST, which involves industrial partners from rail automation and financial information and portfolio management. Our future work also includes investigating additional methods of calculating risk values for the test case scenarios that go beyond summing the risks of all actions that are covered by a scenario.
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